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Tell It Again! Flip Book Introduction

This Tell It Again! Flip Book contains images that accompany the Tell It Again! Read-Aloud Anthology for Nursery Rhymes and Fables. The images are in sequential order. Each image is identified by its lesson number, read-aloud letter (A or B), and the number of the image within the particular read-aloud. For example, the first image in Read-Aloud 1A is numbered 1A-1. Once you have worked your way through the book to the last page, you will flip the entire book over to view the second half of the images.

Depending on your classroom configuration, you may need to have students sit closer to the flip book in order to see the images clearly.
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This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.
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Tell It Again! Posters

The poster(s) in this Tell It Again! Flip Book may be cut out and displayed on the classroom wall for the duration of the domain.
Nursery Rhymes and Fables
Poster 8 of 18: Little Miss Muffet
Nursery Rhymes and Fables
Poster 9 of 18: This Little Pig Went to Market
Nursery Rhymes and Fables
Poster 18 of 18: Humpty Dumpty
Tell It Again! Multiple Meaning Word Posters

The Multiple Meaning Word Poster(s) in this Tell It Again! Flip Book may be cut out and displayed on the classroom wall for the duration of the domain.
Ring (Poster 1M)

1. a circular shape/to form a circle) (*noun/verb*)
2. jewelry worn on the fingers (*noun*)
3. the sound of a bell or telephone (*noun/verb*)
4. to call someone (*verb*)

*Nursery Rhymes and Fables | Multiple Meaning Word Poster 1 of 7*
Corner (Poster 2M)

1. where two lines meet or intersect (noun)
2. a place off to the side (noun)
3. to force a person or animal into a position from which he cannot escape (verb)
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Crown (Poster 3M)

1. the top of the head (noun)
2. what a king or queen wears; a symbol of power (noun)
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**Struck** (Poster 4M)

1. the clock indicating a certain time *(verb)*
2. to hit with the hand or object *(verb)*
3. struck out: to miss the ball three times while at bat *(verb)*
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Blow (Poster 5M)

1. to play an instrument *(verb)*
2. to exhale heavily *(verb)*
3. to move by the wind *(verb/noun)*
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Buckle (Poster 6M)

1. to fasten \textit{(verb)}
2. something used to link two ends of a belt or strap \textit{(noun)}
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Break (Poster 7M)

1. a rest from something; a period of time when something stops \textit{(verb)}
2. to make something come apart into pieces \textit{(verb)}
3. to damage something \textit{(verb)}
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